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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

A search on the major eCommerce platforms returns up to
thousands of relevant products making it impossible for an
average customer to audit all the results. Browsing the list
of relevant items can be simplified using search filters for
specific requirements (e.g., shoes of the wrong size). The
complete list of available filters is often overwhelming and
hard to visualize. Thus, successful user interfaces desire to
display only the ones relevant to customer queries.
In this work, we frame the filter selection task as an extreme
multi-label classification (XMLC) problem based on historical
interaction with eCommerce sites. We learn from customers’
clicks and purchases which subset of filters is most relevant
to their queries treating the relevant/not-relevant signal as
binary labels.
A common problem in classification settings with a large
number of classes is that some classes are underrepresented.
These rare categories are difficult to predict. Building on
previous work we show that classification performance for
rare classes can be improved by accounting for the language
structure of the class labels. Furthermore, our results demonstrate that including language structure in category names
enables relatively simple deep learning models to achieve better predictive performance than transformer networks with
much higher capacity.

Information Retrieval, Ranking, Search Filters

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information Retrieval → Ranking; Search Filters; • Neural
Networks → Joint Input-Output embedding.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A standard search in an eCommerce store, e.g., Amazon
or eBay, returns thousands of products, making it difficult
for the customer to find the set of items that they might
like. Product discovery can be facilitated through search
filters used to restrict the set of items based on a specific
attribute value, e.g., a t-shirt of a specified color or TV of a
specified size. However, the large set of filters available in most
online retail stores is impossible to navigate by customers
making it necessary to identify a smaller subset of the most
relevant filters per query. Finding the most relevant subset
of labels, i.e., search filters, given textual input, i.e., a search
query, is a common problem that could be treated both as
a recommendation [15] or a multi-label classification task.
Recent work has shown that optimizing for the classification
objective can lead to highly accurate models [8] and this
approach is the focus of this work.
Most ranking and classification datasets with many labels,
such as the one considered in this work, exhibit a power-law
distribution over label frequencies. The sparse representation
of labels as unique identifiers (IDs) can make it challenging to
learn from and about the uncommon targets. A common strategy to learn about tail labels is to integrate side information
associated with them. This technique has been demonstrated
to achieve high accuracy for large-scale classifiers [8]. Such
side information is often available in industrial datasets where
classification targets correspond to real-world items (here,
search filters). Open datasets also contain corresponding descriptions, for example, the Wiki family dataset [30], Amazon
family [14], and EuroLex [13] include label names that harbor semantic information. Yet, conventional document-based
XMLC models treat labels as atomic symbols, ignoring extra
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information. While some methods in the literature leverage
label names for data pre-processing [7] or for dealing with
misspelled categorical string labels [6], the information in
labels is rarely used as first-class inputs in text classification
models.
Motivated by those observations in real-world eCommerce
platforms, we focus on improving the performance of XMLC
models on the infrequent labels by exploiting the signals extractable from a label’s textual description. Our contributions
are summarized as follows: (i) we perform an experimental
analysis of seven state-of-the-art (SOTA) XMLC models and
one tag recommender system on a query-to-search-filters
dataset collected from a large eCommerce platform; (ii) we
evaluate the accuracy of different neural architectures that
make use of the label names. We verify the performance of
the tested models on several evaluation metrics to assess their
accuracy on infrequent labels and analyze their shortcomings;
and finally (iii) we propose Language-Aware Label Embeddings (LALE) that allows to integrate the language structure
of category names into the learning objective.

2

RELATED WORK

Predicting the relevance of filters for a a query can be formalized as a ranking or an extreme multi-label classification task.
In the first interpretation, a tag recommender system (TRS)
builds a ranked list of tags for each input. A standard method
such as WSABIE [22] implements a factorization-based recommender with a WARP loss. Over the years, various models
have extended WSABIE by integrating features extracted by
neural models [11, 28, 28] further improving accuracy.
In the XMLC formulation, the goal is to directly predict
the probability of a filter/label having given a query. There
are three main classes of models used in XMLC, embeddingbased, tree-based, and deep learning. Embedding-based models
use factorization approaches to learn the similarity between
the query-label embeddings. AnneXML [21] is one of the
SOTA models from this class. They are not without limitations, for instance, SLEEC [4] shows difficulties in recommending long-tail labels due to the inability to project million-sized
labels into a tiny latent space. Tree-based models learn a hierarchical tree structure within the labels, grouping similar ones
together. Standard models are: FastXML [18] that is optimized by an nDCG-based ranking loss function, PfastreXML
[18], which improves FastXML integrating propensity scored
losses to promote the prediction of infrequent but rewarding
tail labels, and, Parabel [17], which recursively partitions
the labels into two balanced groups. Deep Learning-based
models, extracting the dense textual representation from input documents [1, 29], were spearheaded by XML-CNN [12].
Following that, AttentionXML [26] (after XBERT [5]) was
developed to capture the sequential information of the text
by the Bi-LSTM model and the Attention mechanism. APLCXLNet [25] extended XLNet [24] building an Adaptive Probabilistic Label Tree to approximate the cross-entropy loss by
exploiting the unbalanced label distribution to form clusters
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that explicitly reduce the computational time. Recently, XTransformer [7] has been proposed, which fine-tunes BERT
models on clusters of labels and trains a linear ranking model
to recommend the labels into a cluster of labels. This work
has been continued resulting in the PECOS model [27]. Finally, GILE - a text-classification model that integrates label
textual features based on the idea that joint input-label text
embeddings overcome the generalization limits on unseen or
long-tail labels [16].

3

METHODOLOGY

Motivated by the eCommerce scenario, we propose a suite
of models to rank search filters for a given user query. Let
𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 be a query in the set of queries 𝑄 and let 𝑓 ∈ 𝐹 be a
filter in the set 𝐹 of the available filters. We define the query
to filter(Q2F) task as a multi-classification problem such that
∀𝑞 ∈ 𝒬, 𝑓𝑞′ = arg max 𝑔 𝑞, 𝑓

(︀

)︀

𝑓 ∈ℱ

𝑓𝑞′

where
is a filter suggested when typing the query 𝑞, and
𝑔 : 𝒬×ℱ → R is the utility function that has to be maximized
such that the recommended filter is selected when the 𝑞 is
typed.
To this end, we investigate a four different formulations of
the function 𝑔, including the LALE model. We first introduce
the representations for customer queries and search filters
and following that, we discuss how those signals are combined
to obtain the query-filter scores.
Query Representation The first component of our proposal is
the query encoder. The input embedding module converts a
list of input subword tokens into a list representation via the
subword lookup table, followed by a single Bi-LSTM layer
and a fully connected layer afterward to obtain the vector
representation of the query.
Concretely, we model each query as a sequence of 𝑆 subwords tokens (end-padded with zeros) extracted from a 32kdimensional dictionary of subword units. Subwords are found
via byte pair encoding [19] applied on the queries found in the
training set and label names. Each subword is encoded as a
learnable, 𝐺 dimensional vector making the query encoding a
𝑆 × 𝐺 matrix. Each subword-encoded query is given as input
to a BiLSTM layer network to learn a latent representation;
the network uses bias terms and the hyperbolic tangent
function as activation. We only use the final output of the
network (concatenation of final states from both directional
BiLSTM) to compute the final embedding given as a fixed
size feature vector 𝑞 ∈ R𝐻 . The BiLSTM output 𝑞 is passed
through a fully connected layer with relu activations to get
the 𝐸 dimensional, query representation 𝑞^. The architecture
was chosen by testing the BiLSTM-based, CNN-based, and
BOW-based encoders with the same number of parameters
w.r.t. precision@1 on the validation set.
Filter Representation. The second main element of the architecture is the filters (label) encoder. We design an encoder
that considers two types of label information: the atomic filter
identifiers and the filter textual description (label names).
Filter names are embedded with the same architecture use
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for processing queries (subword lookup, Bi-LSTM, and a fully
connected layer), and the filter IDs are embedded using a
simple lookup table with one row per unique ID. The two
embedding models (query text and filter text) share the subword lookup table but do not share any other parameters.
In the following sections, we will refer to the filter names
embeddings as 𝑓^𝑡
To embed the IDs, each filter 𝑓 in the set 𝐹 is embedded as
a 𝑍-dimensional vector and denoted as 𝑓^𝑖𝑑 . The embeddings
are taken from a |𝐹 | × 𝑍 matrix of embeddings where 𝑖-th
row corresponds to the embedding of a filter with ID=𝑖 and
𝑍 is a hyper-parameter which needs to be equal to 𝐸.
Baselines. Based on the presented architecture, we construct
three variants of the baseline classifier: the combined, textonly and ID-only baselines where filters are embedded using
text and IDs, text-only and IDs-only respectively; the three
options are described below. Two separate types of filter
representations allow us to build three different embeddings
denoted as 𝑓̃︀:
𝑓̃︀ =

⎧
⎨𝑓^𝑖𝑑 ,

𝑓^𝑡 , (︀
(︀
)︀ )︀
⎩
𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ 𝑊𝑒′ · 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 𝑓^𝑖𝑑 , 𝑓^𝑡 𝐵

if ID-only
if Text-only
if Combined

(1)

where, 𝑊𝑒′ is the matrix embedding of a fully-connected layer
used in the Combined scenario to project the concatenation of
the id-based and text-based embedding to the 𝐸 dimensional
space of the query embedding 𝑞^ and B is the bias term.
̃︀
Given a query embedding 𝑞^ and a label embedding
(︀ 𝑓 , )︀we
measure a recommendation (classification) score 𝑔 𝑞, 𝑓 =
(︀ )︀
𝑠^𝑞,𝑓 with a dot product between the 𝑞, 𝑓 -latent representations 𝑠^𝑞,𝑓 = 𝑞^ · 𝑓̃︀.
LALE. We propose the Language-Aware Label Embedding
(LALE) architecture, inspired by the GILE model [16]. LALE
integrates the textual and unique (ID-based) representation
of labels by producing a joint ID-text representation of each
filter 𝑓̃︀′ using element-wise multiplication. Once the filter
representation
is computed, the query-filter affinity score
(︀ )︀
𝑔 𝑞, 𝑓 = 𝑠^𝑞,𝑓 can be found by taking a dot product between
𝑞^ and 𝑓̃︀′ as before.
Formally, the label relevance score is given as the similarity
between
the)︀ embeddings of the query and each filter as 𝑠^𝑞,𝑟 =
(︀
𝑞^ · 𝑓^𝑖𝑑 ∘ 𝑓^𝑡 where, 𝑓^𝑖𝑑 , 𝑓^𝑡 and 𝑞^ are defined as before and ∘
is an element-wise multiplication. We hypothesize that this
formulation allows the model to learn the base representation
of each filter based on text (similar for filters with similar
names) and an ID-dependent perturbation for each unique
label. What is more, this method of combining all three input
signals enforces a joint embedding of all representations in a
common space.
This formulation
(︀
)︀ could be also re-written in the form of
𝑠^𝑞,𝑓 = 𝑓^𝑖𝑑 · 𝑞^ ∘ 𝑓^𝑡 where the textual representation of labels
and query are combined using element-wise multiplication
and the output is combined with the filter ID embeddings
using an inner product to get the classification scores. In
this view, the filter ID embeddings 𝐷𝑓 can be thought of

as weights of a fully connected layer processing 𝑞^ ∘ 𝑓^𝑡 . This
interpretation is similar to a vector of global parameters
for the final dense layer as proposed in [16]. However, we
use a unique set of parameters for each label to encode the
necessary, filter-specific information.
Model Training To learn the parameters of the proposed models, we optimize the point-wise binary cross-entropy based
on model output passed through a sigmoid function. We use
the Adam [10] algorithm for optimisation.

4

EXPERIMENTS

Dataset. We conduct the experiments on a real-world dataset
sampled from the logs of a large e-commerce site with search
queries (as input), IDs of selected search filters (as labels),
and the names of those search filters (as label names). The
dataset does not include any personally identifying information about the users who performed the searches. The dataset
contains 1,573,137 searches with 603,217 unique search keywords and 1600 unique labels. It has been divided into train,
validation, and test set with the proportion 8:1:1 with no duplicate queries between the three datasets. We process both
validation and test set by merging the duplicated queries and
concatenating all filters active in the duplicates. The distribution of labels appearing in our dataset follows a power law,
and the most common labels are seen significantly more often
than the uncommon ones. To address the two label regimes,
we have split the labels into two sets: the most popular 200,
which account for 87% of all label occurrences, are known as
the head filters, and the remainder 1400 are denoted as tail
labels.
Evaluation. We compare our solutions against XMLC and
TRS benchmark models with classical accuracy metrics, i.e.,
precision and normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG);
we do not show precision@1 since it is equal to ndcg@1.
Results, found in Table 1, are an average over ten runs
with random initialization; the values are more than one
standard deviation apart unless stated otherwise. We follow
the conventional evaluation with beyond-accuracy metrics:
F1 score on different label classes (head and tail) with equal
weighting across classes, and search filters (labels) coverage
(fraction of labels that were ever predicted as relevant).
Benchmark Models We use selected state of the art classification and ranking models to benchmark our presented
methods. Concretely, Parabel [17], Bonsai [9], AnneXML [21],
PfastreXML [18], FastXML [18], APLC-XLNet [25] (denoted
as APLC) and the GILE [16] model as XMLC baselines and
the TagSpace [23] method for comparison with ranking. All
methods used for benchmarking are discussed in Section 2.
Reproducibility When training proposed baselines described
in Section 3, we use 𝐺=256 dimensional subword embeddings,
𝐻=256 dimensional Bi-LSTM network followed by a 𝐸=256
dimensional fully connected layers. The label ID and text
embedding are combined using a Fully connected layer with
𝐹 =256 outputs. The label ID embedding relies on 𝑍=256
dimensional vectors. The hyper parameters of the model
were found using grid-based HPO on the validation dataset
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Table 1: Accuracy Results with best values in bold.

Table 2: Beyond-accuracy Metrics.

Model

ndcg@1

ndcg@3

ndcg@5

p@3

p@5

Our Tested Models

Coverage

𝐹 1𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑

𝐹 1𝑇 𝑎𝑖𝑙

Parabel
Bonsai
AnnexXML
PfastreXML
FastXML
APLC
Gile

0.5055
0.4017
0.4859
0.4999
0.5147
0.3506
0.2070

0.5996
0.4416
0.5779
0.5998
0.6103
0.4101
0.3640

0.6432
0.4555
0.6233
0.6468
0.6556
0.4382
0.4010

0.3064
0.2207
0.2988
0.3079
0.3106
0.2083
0.2188

0.2246
0.1506
0.2212
0.2279
0.2288
0.1516
0.1649

ID-only Baseline
Text-only Baseline
Combined Baseline
LALE

0.208
0.281
0.223
0.302

0.302
0.259
0.318
0.338

0.096
0.127
0.099
0.125

TagSpace

0.4186

0.5314

0.5903

0.2776

0.2156

ID-only
Text-only
Combined
LALE (ours)

0.5193
0.5022
0.5201
0.5232

0.6087
0.5762
0.6096
0.6114

0.6554
0.6070
0.6559
0.6587

0.3150
0.2931
0.3155
0.3163

0.2342
0.2078
0.2344
0.2357

optimizing for precision@1 with a constrain on total number
of parameters.

4.1

Results and Discussion

Table 1 compares the proposed suite of models with the
most representative baselines and both SOTA XMLC and
TRS models. Inspired by the XMLC evaluation protocols, we
focus on short top-K lists (i.e. 𝐾 ∈ {1, 3, 5}). Beyond top-k
accuracy, we should note that presented models have different
numbers of trainable parameters: PfastreXML, FastXML, and
APLC use approximately 350MM due to large transformer
networks, Gile uses 12MM, TagSpace 10MM and all four
proposed models including LALE use 14MM parameters.
We see that models using label IDs and their names for
embedding (proposed hybrid model and the combined baseline approach) outperform other presented baseline methods,
including those relying on transformer networks with significantly larger model capacity. For instance, the nDCG@1 of
both LALE (0.5232) and Combined (0.5201) is higher than
the same metric value of FastXML (0.5147).
This result highlights the potential of using the language
structure in label names to achieve higher predictive performance at lower computational cost, which is an important
factor in language models with ever increasing capacity [2, 20].
What is more, we have found that the LALE architecture
outperforms the model using the full label-level signal (combined baseline) as well as other benchmarks while relying on
fewer parameters. We hypothesize that enforcing the joint
input-label ID-label description embedding leads to a representation that is easy to process by the classification head,
therefore, improving accuracy.
We can observe that even the ID-only baseline can slightly
outperform significantly larger networks built on the transformer architecture on nDCG@1. We believe this is for two
reasons: (1) the inputs in our dataset are search queries that
are significantly shorter than documents used to pre-train the
transformer architecture, and (2) the nomenclature used for
transformer pre-training differs from the one in search queries.
The last finding shows the benefit of training smaller models
optimized for a specific problem over massive pre-trained
networks.

Table 2 presents the labels coverage as well as the binary
F1 score on the head and tail filters (see Section 4 for details).
The results indicate that the inclusion of textual descriptions
of search filters allows the models to better generalize over
under-represented tail labels and recommend them more
often (high coverage) and more accurately (high tail F1).
For example, the text-only and LALE model have higher
F1 on three similar tail filters corresponding to power tools
(power tools features, wattage, and cord type) indicating
information about those labels is shared. This finding is
especially prominent when looking at the text-only baseline,
where memorizing the most popular label IDs was more
difficult. In that case, both coverage and the performance on
the tail labels are significantly higher than for counterparts
that have access to label IDs. Interestingly, the performance
of the combined baseline on tail labels is very similar to the
ID-only baseline. We hypothesize that the binary loss function
puts higher emphasis on learning about common labels as
they appear in more examples and label identifiers provide
a better signal about the query-head label mappings and
overwhelm the learning process. Our results demonstrate that
the proposed approach (LALE) improves model performance
for infrequent labels without sacrificing the head accuracy
indicating that the new architecture does not suffer from this
limitation and making use of label description is promoted.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we investigate models to find the most relevant
search filters to a customer query. To maximize the accuracy of predictions, we propose a new model that leverages
search filters’ side information (label names) to help learn
from and about the less common tail labels. We show that
this approach enables computationally efficient, small neural
networks to achieve better performance than high capacity
transformer networks. Presented models have approximately
a factor of twenty fewer parameters than the last generation
transformers (BERT), enabling deployment to low-memory
architectures (ML on edge) and potentially leading to lowering energy consumption [3].
A potential criticism of the method relying on trainable
label information embedding is the high computational cost
as each minibatch requires an embedding for each label.
This issue, however, can be mitigated by relying on simple
models for label embedding (as done here) or subsampling
negative labels for each example. Examples of the former are
a cornerstone of most massive multi-labels linear classifiers [4,
17] and this approach could be adapted to help accelerate
deep learning models.
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